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Congress Recommends BoyCott 
Cheryl Schaffer and Sandy 
Monroe 
By Karen Stuhldreher and 
David O'Flaherty 
Student Congress voted 
unanimously in favor of 
recommending a boycott of 
Cotrell and Leonard 
graduation caps and gowns at 
Tuesday night's meeting. The 
resolution suggested that 
.... 
photo by Marc Finkelstein 
Ithaca College cancel its 
present order and requested 
that the cost of caps and 
gowns from an another com-
pany be the same as that of 
Cotrell and Leonard. 
The Student Congress 
boycott recommendation will 
be given to David Lord, direc-
tor of business services. Lord, 
currently on vacation, will be 
presented with the request on 
Monday. Mary Cutler, 
manager of the Bookstore who 
signed the contract with 
Cotrell and Leonard, said that 
she will abide by Lord'c 
decision on the matter and has 
found other cap and gown 
Cbmpanies to order from in 
the meantime. 
According to a clause in the 
contract between J.C. and 
Cotrell and Leonard, the ·con-
tract can be cancelled up to 2s" 
days before the order is to be 
delivered without either party 
being liable. The deadline for 
cancellation is April 19. 
Almost 20 colleges are already 
boycotting the company. 
According to International 
Ladies Garment Workers 
Union (ILGWlJ) represen-
tative, Cheryl Schaffer and 
Sandy Monroe, a striking 
worker from Cotrell and 
Leonard, the intention of the 
boycott is to have striking 
workers return to work. 
·Provost Candidate 
by E.L. Dana 
Dr. James Billet, the fourth 
of five candidates for provost, 
met with students in the 
Crossroads on Friday, April 4. 
He commented on the role of 
the provost in the college 
community, faculty 
unionization, the desirability 
of integration between the 
professional schools and H&S, 
tenure and affirmative action. 
Billet regards the role of 
provost as a "position more of 
leadership. than 
management". He said that 
the job involves helping the in-
stitution to determine "where 
it wants to be and what it wan-
ts to become,'' organize con-
ditions to facilitate the 
development and "stay out of 
the way." 
On the subject of 
student/provost relations. 
Billet stressed "a sense of 
being open." Exemplifying 
this, he stated, "'Every week 
there are about a dozen 
students with special 
oroblems ... You've got to 
respond to that." He further 
described _ the provost's 
position as that of an ombud-
sperson, maintaining his 
:ommitment to that function. 
The candidate addressed the 
~uestion of faculty 
unionization by stating that 
when· the need was felt for 
such organization, the foun-
ding of that group could serve 
a useful purpose. He sum-
marized his opinion, saying, 
"a union is necessary in an in-
r :_i /v~ 
//) i) J 
stitution only if the institution 
needs a stabilization of 
relationships," and stated the 
need for unions to avoid con-
troversy over any but the 
relevant issues with which it 
was formed to deal. He also 
mentioned the importance of 
effective leadership to the 
cause. ,. 
Billet responded to 
questions about the student 
role in tenure policies by citing 
the importance of student 
evaluations at Goucher 
College where he is presently 
employed. These measuremen-
ts are taken both from formal 
questionnaires and in demand 
continued on page 12 
Grand Jury Inquiry 
Probable in Pledge Death 
by Andrea Herman and Chuck 
Post 
The investigation of Joseph 
Parrella's death has been for-
warded to the District Attor-
ney's office. said Sheriff. 
Robert Howard. The D.A. 's of-
fice will decide whether there 
shall be a grand jury inquiry 
into the events surrounding 
the death of the Delta Kappa 
pledge last week. 
According to the DK 
preliminary press release: The 
13 pledges met with the 
Brothers in Terrace 68 at 8pm. 
They then went outside, lim-
bered up and began jogging at 
their own pace. They were 
stopped several times and 
spoken to by the brothers 
during the. jogging. Upon 
returning to Terrace 68 at 
10pm, the pledges took their 
written examination which 
lasted about one half hour. 
After completing their 
exams they were taken to a 
room on the third floor where 
they stood against the waH and 
waited for a brother to quiz 
them on information in 
reference to the fraternity, the 
press release continued. If 
their answer was incorrect, the 
pledge would then do some 
type of calisthenics. However, 
according to the press release, 
the majority of time the 
pledges spent standing up or 
singing songs. 
"During the entire time," 
continued the release, "Joey 
Parrella showed no signs of 
fatigue. At approximately 
12:58am h~_big brother in the 
fraternity asked him how he 
was feeling. Joey's response 
was that he was feeling fine." 
According to one brother, 
Parrella was doing push-ups, 
got up after the push-ups, then 
passed out. "He was doing 
fihe while pushing," said the 
DK brother. 
According to another 
brother, "Parrella felt awful 
continued on page 2 
At a meeting Tuesday after-
noon, Monroe and Schaffer 
said that the workers went on 
strike eight months ago in 
protest of unfair labor prac-
tices committed by the com-
pany. Monroe explained that 
the situation began in July 
1979 when the workers joined 
to protest the poor working 
conditions at the factory. 
The five story, nearly 200 
year old building is filthy and 
has poor ventilation, said 
Monroe. There arc no main-
tenance people, so the women 
working in the factory are ex-
pected to clean on their own 
time. Women have been 
known to try to sweep the 
floor with pieces of cardboard 
because no equipment is 
pr.ovided, Schaffer said-. After 
the gowns are cleaned the 
fumes of the cleaning chemical 
reach the fifth floor and make 
the women sick due to the 
poor ventilation, Monroe said. 
The fumes from the chemical 
used to exterminate 
cockroaches also cause the 
women to be sick, she con-
tinued. 
There are only 2 bathrooms 
for 70-75 workers who wait in 
line during their half hour lun-
ch breaks. One employee who 
complained that rain was 
dripping on her due to a leak 
in the ceiling, was told to strap 
an umbrella to her chair. 
The employees continuous]} 
received this kind of response 
from Anthony Hard;n, vice 
president and manager of the 
:::ompany in Albany. Because 
of this, they decided that they 
needed someone to reprc,ent 
them, they said. 
In July 1979, the employees 
called the ICGWU and ob-
tained interpreters for the 
Italian worker5, she con-
tinued. The employees were 
also given yellow 
authorization cards to sign 
and were told if they obtained 
a majority of signatures they 
could ask for union 
recognition. 
According to Monroe, 51 
out of the 55-60 employees of 
the company signed the cards 
in the hours before and after 
work or during lunch breaks. 
When the workers asked Har-
din for union recognition, he 
replied, "Have a nice day -" 
said Monroe. 
The employees then filed for 
a 5ecret ballot election and 
many began to wear union 
buttons, said Monroe. ~fany 
of these women had their work 
load doubled and were 
"laughed at by Hardin," said 
Monroe. 
continued on page 15 
Fill Out The Census 
by Eva Grodberg 
United State! Census 1Bureau 
enumerators will be on cam-
pus to conduct a census of 
students living in dormitories 
on April 15,16 and 17, ten-
tatively. 
The enumerators will con-
duct their count in one dorm 
at a time from 6:30-11 pm on 
those dates. Census forms, 
which will be slipped under 
'each door in the dorm, will be 
collected in the lobby of the 
dorm. Students should return 
the forms as saon as they 
complete them. 
The census is conducted 
every ten years by the U.S. 
Census - Bureau. All infor-
mation in confidential. It is 
mandated by the Constitution 
in order to adjust represen-
tation in the House of 
Representatives to the 
population. Census data is 
also used in the allocation of 
Inside: 
federal funds according to 
population distribution in 
each state. Funds for 
programs such as health ser-
vices, student loans and land 
and water conservation are all 
directly influenced by census 
results. 
The census bureau em-
phasizes that their data is used 
only for statistical purposes. 
No personal information 
about an individual is given to 
other bureaus, departments of 
the government or to other in-
dividuals. 
College students are not 
declared on their parents 
form, so it is necessary for 
them to declare themselves. 
Most students will receive 
short forms which take ap-
proximately 10 minutes to fill 
out and are concerned with 
population and housing. No 
social security number is asked 
for on the questionnaire. 
Campaign Coverage 
Pages 4, 5 and 6 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
What do you think of Max Lerner as the choice 
for commencement speaker? . 
photo by Alan Friedman 
Doug Getzke, Mgmt. '80 Robin Capazzi, Mgmt. '80 
Max Lerner who? Oh, what Max Lerner, who the hell is 
the Hell. I'm just glad to get he? But I wish it was Richard 
out of here. Geer or Burt Reynolds. 
Rick Jordan, Mgmt. '80 
Who is he? I was hoping for 
senator John Belushi. Well at 
Robert Blau, Pol. '80 least we didn't get Howard 
Max Lerner? Didn't he in- Cosell. 
vent underwear? No, 
seriously, I see nothing wrong 
with him as our speaker. I 
have read his column in the 
N. Y. Post, he's better than 
Whalen anyway. 
Nancy Kahn Psych. '80 
I would rather have someone 
with less prestige but better 
· looks, but that's the way the 
Nina Jorgensen, Pol. '80 ball bounces. 
I think its important to present 
all viewpoints, especially those 
of the left, which is not often 
taken very seriously. 
Jim Berzok, Pol. '80 
".""" I guess my main gripe is not 
· that Max Lerner is speaking 
·· rather that he was thrust upon 
Beth McIntosh, Planned Stud. us without any input from the 
'80 . . senior class. Personally I 
I have no obJeclions. I know think Lerner will be all right. 
very little about him. Might as 
well give him the benifit of the 
doubt. 
THE ITHACAN April 10, 1980 .. 
EDITORIAL 
Question First, 
Boycott Later 
There has been much talk around campus about boycotting caps and gowns made by the 
Cotrell and Leonard company. 
On Tuesday, a representative from the International Ladies Garment Worker Union 
(ILGWU) and a worker from the company spoke to interested persons in the Crossroads, 
alfd addressed Student Congress later that night. Student Congress voted unanimously to 
recommend that Ithaca College cancel its present order with Cotrell and Leonard, and find 
an alternative supplier, while maintaining equal cost. . 
The complaints against the company are based on reports of unsanitary conditions, which 
resulted in a vote by workers to unionize (see article, page J ). 
However, the Ithacan has only been exposed to one side of the lebor dispute. Not until we 
hear the management's position, can we support Student Congress' recommendation to 
boycott Cotrell and Leonard. 
The contract between the company and Ithaca College can be cancelled up until April 19. 
The Ithacan suggests that the college investigate the complaints of the workers and the 
responses of the management before making a decision. 
*Grand Jury Inquiry Probable 
continued from page 1 loosening any restricting gar- "We interviewed 50 or so of 
and asked to be excused. He • ments. Then Joey was carried the people involved," said 
went to lie on the floor," con- out into the hall where the rest Sheriff Howard, "and for the 
tinued the brother. Parrella of his clothing was removed to most part they were unwilling 
was lying on the floor for his shorts. At this point first to talk. Had they been willing 
about ten minutes. That aid was administered and to, we could have done a more 
brother described Parrella's safety was called. Safety complete investigation. We 
condition as "groggy." arrived less then 15 minutes af- forwarded the information we 
The brother went on to say ter his collapse." gathered to the D.A.," con-
that several DK members ap- At 1: 16AM safety received a tinued Howard, "He will 
proached Parrella as he lay on call from Terrace 68, said Lou review it and de.cide if he [the 
the floor, asking him how he Withiam, director of Campus D.A.] wants to pursue it to a 
felt. Parrella is reported to Safety and Security. Two of- grand jury inquiry.'' 
have responded that he felt ficers responded immediately, Assistant D.A., William 
"sucky". According to the and called Bangs Ambulance. . Lange,who is in charge of this. 
brother , this was a typical ex- According to the official am- case, explained that it is inap-
pression which Parrella bulance report, Bang's propriate to discuss a case that 
frequently used. received the alarm at I: 17. . is still under investigation. 
The brother concluded by They responded at I :21, the However, • he said that no 
explaining, "we knew ambulance arrived on campus decision would be reached in 1 
something was wrong but we at 1 :25. They left campus, on regards to a grand jury inquiry 
didn't know the extent ofit." route to the hospital, at 1:37. until the toxicology report has 
The DK release continues: The ambulance arrived at been returned, which should 
"At that time, brothers im- Tompkins County Hospital at take about two weeks. 
mediately went to assist him, 1 :44 and Parrella died at 3 :48 
removing his coat and AM. · 
Editor's Note: 
Editor's Note: In our March The Ithacan would lik.! to 
27 issue there was a lacrosse apologize to. Golden Temple, 
photo that was not credited. Conscious Cookery for the ad 
The photo was taken by Mitizi in our April Fools issue. We 
White. ' intended the ad and the entire 
humor and had no intention to 
offend anyone. Golden Tem-
ple does advertise with us, and 
we hope they will continue to 
support the Ithacan through 
advertising. 
issue to be a form of light . 
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OpEds & Letters 
T~!~de,!?:~ pk~j~ !b~~~!~~th~;~hyo~u?. !!,kc" 
As seniors move towards Sometimes, however, even ditioncd, he has a nice is disgraceful, considering they decision for more human con-
graduation, certain specialized jobs have great view ... but in the long run (or were only asking for human ditions for a group of 
realizations are bound to oc- drawbacks. For example, my life run) it's just a piece of working conditions that were women in upstate New York. 
cur in view of futures. One father has been working for a shit. not impossible for the Perhaps the goal~ for the 
outstanding realization is that nationally distributed Others. however, are not as management to improve. It world need to be shel\'cd for 
we are all going to have to find magazine for over twenty-five "lucky" regarding just their boib down to a rabid fear of the moment, but the goal, a~ a 
a job. We also, for the most years as promotion manager. workplace. The women who unionization it~elf and its ob- senior ,eem conceivable. 
part, will be working for Upon his retirement in a few arc working at the Cottrcl- struction at all costs rather There arc \iable alternative, 
someone else: dependent on years his income will be social Leonard factory arc one such than the welfare of the people and our \tatemc111 of ,upport 
them for our salaries and security and something called example. Their work en- involved. 'will ha\'e a concrete im-
whatever medical and "profit sharing". Sounds vironmcnt was full of health In conclusion, as an in- prc,sion. 
retirement benefits are of- grand, but it will come to less hazards; their wage, dividual I would like to sec Sara Hill 
' .. fered .. Of course if we are than a quarter of his present mm1mum. When they asked (however "idealistically") the 
vocationally specialized, we ipcome. Of course, his for improvement they were world relate on a more human 
may be lucky enough to have a working conditions have been rejected. When they began to level. As a senior I would like 
Lindenauer Power Charges 
To the Editor: 
As members of the "Lin-
denauer Power!" party we feel 
that in the April 3, 1980 
edition of The Ithacan our 
r.arty was unfairly and poorly 
'evaluated" by Michael 
Weinstein. He had no basis 
for his statement "Students 
Together for Progress are both 
more organized and qualified 
for the positions in which thev 
are nominated." It seems to 
us that he falsely assumed con-
tradictory ideas on the part of 
Sue Novovesky(that is N-0-V-
O-V-E-S-K-Y) and Andy Lin-
dcnauer. He never questioned 
us as io this and therefore had 
no background information to 
support his claim. Sue 
Novovesky is made out to look 
like an anti-party person. Her 
platform does not call for 
stamping out I.C. partying, 
instead she only wants to make 
the student body aware of the 
wide variety of activities 
available to them. Her objec-
tive is to decentralize the im-
portance' of alcohol as a basis 
of all activities, and get 
students involved and excited 
about activities which do not 
focus on alcohol as the main 
reason for attending. Andy 
Writer Justifies OP/ED 
To the Editor: 
Since the publication of my 
Op-Ed in the April 3 Ithacan, I 
have heard many complaints 
about my endorsement of the 
Students Together for 
Progress (STP) in the 
Executive Board Elections. 
An Op-Ed represents the 
opinion of an individual, that 
is why it gets a byline. An Op-
Ed is not representative of the 
opinion of the Ithacan. I am 
entitled to express my opinion 
in an Op-Ed just as anyone 
·can! 
In the March 27 Ithacan, I 
wrote a straight news story in-
troducing the candidates for 
the election, after which I 
asked members of both parties 
to submit, to me, a written 
platform with qualifications 
for each member of both par-
ties. I received a typed 
statement from each member 
of STP. From Lindenauer 
Power, I received three written 
statements from candidates 
and a Lindenauer Party pam-
phlet. I received nothing from 
two members of the Lin-
denauer Power, Cynthia 
Udasin and Andy Lindenauer, 
which prompted me to make 
dozens of phone calls in an ef-
fort to reach them both. I was 
able to reach Cynthia, but 
never spoke to Andy Lin-
denauer even after calling him 
a day past my deadline, 
because I wanted to print as 
much information about every 
candidate as possible. 
continued on page 14 
. Platform Cover~ge Attacked 
To the editor: 
This letter is prompted by 
Michael Weinstein's "Op-Ed" 
concerning one of the pafties 
running in the Student Body 
Elections. While we realize 
that everyone is entitled ta 
their opinion, we find it 
This violates an important 
trust that is necessary for the 
successful functioning of 
both the Ithacan and the Elec-
tion Committee. 
We hope that this kind of 
activity does not occur again, 
and in this way, we can 
guarantee a fair campaign and. 
election. 
Sincerely, 
The Election Committee 1980 
Senior Class President. 
Monday, April 14th 
irresponsible and _ underhan-
ded for an Ithacan editor to 
condemn a party before any 
campaigning has taken place. 
We question how well infor-
med anyone can be at this 
stage of the campaign. We 
also are distressed· by the fact 
that privileged information 
(namely, the names of the 
candidates) received from the 
election committee was the basis for Weinst in's ction . ._ _______________________ _. 
New 
Horizons 
JW Qhodes 
t''K-'\1111\HII IT11,, \ 
257-6554 
Ot1r expanded stJft c.111 mm \crvc 
you beltcr. Walk-an, "l'irnmt· or 
phone 257-6554 for your next 
,1ppomtmcnt. 
Shampoo, Cut 
Finish 
$10.50 
$12.50 fo1 long hair 
Unfair Evaluation 
Lindenauer's idea of moving 
the Pub to a larger location 
could very easily reinforce 
this. Right now due to the 
small size of the Pub, drinking 
is the only thing that is em-
phasized. By expanding the 
Pub and allowing live bands, 
dancing, and other activities to 
take place there, drinking can 
be1 de-emphasized and 
socializing can be emphasized. 
Michael Weinstein also 
falsely stated that Andy Lin-
dcnauer wanted to 
"reorganize student gover-
nment". He simply stated 
that he wanted to run an ef-
ficient student government. 
Michael Weinstein never got 
in touch personally with all the 
members of our party, and 
never requested a list of 
qualifications from all of us, 
thus, a true and complete 
statement of each of our 
qualifications was impo%ible. 
Additionally, two of OLir 
members were not on campuc; 
when the statements were 
requested and he made no fur-
ther efforts to contact them. 
It seems to u~ that ~v1ichael 
Weinstein is the one who i-, 
disorganized. Isn't it true that 
the Ithacan deadline is 7pm on 
Tuesday? If so, why was he 
writing the article at 11pm on 
Tuesday? This last minute ef-
fort to write the article could 
account for the poor, unfair, 
and unprofessional way in 
which it was written. To 
repeat, we do not feel that we 
were evaluated fairly and we 
feel that both a retraction and 
apology are in order. 
The members of "Lin-
denaucr Power!" 
,"G) THE @~~ 
'I DON'T KNOW 
HOW THEY DO IT' 
SALAD BAR 
Our customers all tell us they 
don't know how we do it! 
Shrimp, Calamari, Herring, 
Raw Vegetables, Fresh Fruits, 
Salad Greens and Dressings, 
dozens of Appetizers, and 
Ice· Cream Sundaes for 
dessert! 
EVERYTHING SOUP TO 
NUTS INCLUDED WITH 
DINNER AT _ ~ 
U 13AC~ 
0~ ___ __,_ ..... ,~. 
,..,..,_,ACA, ~---.-
Reservations 272-6484 
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Student Government Elections 
a119-t1CSU4illM~~~~~~,-~~~i,-...c~ ........ >-.k>--.c>.-..c~,-.,:,.-.c~~~~-ll-U-~ 
Students Together for Progress 
by Karen Stuhldreher 
Students Together for 
Progress (STP) is one of the 
two parties that has been cam-
paigning this week for the 
Student Government 
Executive Board Elections. As 
a party, STP is looking towar-
ds establishing a viable, 
responsible and credible 
~tudent government which will 
increase from the foundation 
that currently exists. 
Jim Leech, the nominee for 
. president on the STP ticket, 
has been a student congress 
representative, a teaching 
assistant in the psychology 
department, chairperson of 
SOSO committee (Strengthen 
Our Student Organizations) 
and the sole student member 
of the curriculum review 
board for the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. If 
elected, Leech would like to 
improve the constitution and 
reevaluate existing committees 
in an effort to reorganize and 
strengthen the student gover-
nment. 
Candidate for v.p. of 
~"---------.. campus affairs for STP is 
I T1•_):V NA j\:f IC Patty Dworakowski, who has ' l been a student congress SO u N l) . representative, ·workeci as -an 
assistant to the., judicial ad-
A COMPLETE P.Z\R'l Y FOR ministrator and is a resident 
UNDER $100 assistant, which she believes 
WE BR H~G THE MUS IC , has brought her in tune with 
DJ's, AMP, SPEAKERS. the students' needs and con-
YOU BRii~G THE BOOZE. cerns. Dworakowski's primary 
WE ARE FLEXIBLE TO goal is to make pre-
SUIT YOUR NEEDS. registration a more efficient 
process. She intends to do this 
.__c_A_L_L __ 2_7_7_-_2_4_7_2 ___ by distributing a more detailed 
TJieLIVERr 
TAVERN 
fl,,."' /)rink.~ An 'l-U"hPrP 
(,n'<Jl ·"';ak." & -~Pajo(J(/ 
JJ <irm.f ·riPndl_y A tmosph,•rp 
"'iinl!-u-l,one Fri,ltiY&.loiorurd<1)" 9:.10 
202 7. ,.,LATER ~11_ i~E RIJ. r~!~~~at. 
R.OUTE 79 EAST 5 - 1 
PHONE 539-7724 
:•:• .• .... .., ', •••• •, ••• • •••• ,• ••••••••••••• .;· •• •,. ,•,•.•,•.•, ......... •,•,•,•.=-•,•,•,•,',','.'.',',','·'·',:,: 
J Suntircs..4iJUg41 J 
~ 1 ~ I :::: S.truNl.rc&. ·=·: 
I<><>% ( ~ouon for .Summ<'r 
\ \ ·11u1 u '<' knou • /Je . ..,, . 
House of Shalimar 
Commons • Collegetown • Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
pre-registration packet to all 
students, if possible. 
Liz Ashbourne, STP's can-
didate for v.p. of academics, 
has worked as an Ithacan staff 
reporter, as well as serving as a 
student congress · represen-
tative. Sh<! is also a member of 
the Student Activities Board 
public relations committee and 
is presently involved in inter-
viewing provost candidates. 
Ashbourne intends to utilize 
all channels available to her as 
v. p. of academics in order to 
insure that a full time affir-
mative action officer is hired 
in accordance with tne 
president's mandate. Ash-
bourne also wants to en-
courage the use of a thorough 
and objective student 
evaluation for the faculty in 
the hope that the result will be 
helpful to the faculty, useful at 
the departmental level and 
taken into consideration 
within the tenure and 
promotion process. 
Additionally, Ashbourne 
would like to coordinate an 
advisor workshop in order to 
make the advising system 
more effective and useful to 
students. Finally, she hopes to 
strengthen the · curriculum 
committees in each school by 
utilizing Student Congress 
representatives from each 
school. 
Candidate for v.p. of 
communications, Lisa 
Schreter's qualifications m-
clude such positions as past 
· assistant to the v. p. of 
academics , vice chair and 
parliamentarian of Student 
Congress. She is currently a 
resident assistant and assistant 
to the v.p. of com-
munications. Schreter's objec-
tives are to encourage and 
maintain open communication 
among staff, faculty, students 
and administration by 
establishing educational 
programs for people within 
student government such as 
organizational workshops and 
Ieadershio seminars. She also 
would like to develop a core 
staff of artists and 
photographers in order to fur-
ther communication channels 
on campus. 
John Ochoa, STP's can-
didate for v.p. ofbusinrn 
and finance, currently hold1 
that position. He is an accoun-
ting major and a previous 
student congress represen-
tative. Ochoa has served on a 
number of committees in-
cluding; the Joint Committee, 
alternative funding academic 
policies, pre-registration for 
the school of business, the 
Club Review Committee. and 
Budget Committee, both of 
which· he chaired. He 
primarily would like to 
promote interaction between 
clubs by using the club coun-
cil. Viable expense and 
revenue projections, alter-
native funding and an efficient 
bookkeeping system are tools 
Ochoa would like to im-
plement in an effort to keep 
operatJng expenses down. 
DK On Probation Since Fall 1979 
by Chuck Post and Andrea 
Herman 
Delta Kappa Fraternity was 
placed on probation by Ithaca 
College last fall. On Sept. 3, 
1979 , Dr. Richard Correnti, 
V.P. of Campus Affairs, sent 
a letter to Peter Schottland, 
then president of DK, infor-
ming him of the probationary 
status and warning him that 
"any [further] incident in 
violation of college regulations 
which involves one or more 
DK brothers and can be linked 
to the fraternity in any way 
will result in further 
disciplinary actions, including 
the possiblity of immediate 
removal from campus." 
Walter Borton, director of 
public information, explained 
that the college has the right to 
suspend or expel a fraternity 
from campus, because none of 
the fraternities at IC have 
national affiliation. 
The violations of the 
judicial code that lead to the 
probationary status, Cor.renti 
explained, were: two alter-
cations, one downtown, one 
on campus; several all-you-
can-drink parties, two at the 
DK lodge, both of which 
resulted in auto accidents; 
repeated noise problems; theft 
of a state park sign; dorm 
damage which cost $1400, the 
most residence hall damage to 
date, noted Correnti; six false 
fire alarms within two weeks; 
and an unregistered party. 
The probationary status is 
effective through the I 980-81 
school year, with a review of 
DK's activities in May of 1980, 
said Correnti. The May review 
will probably coincide with an 
inquiry of the circumstances 
surrounding the death of 
Joseph Parrella to determine if 
there has tlJeen additional 
Judicial Code violatiom, 
said Correnti. 
According to the Ithaca 
College Judicial Code (Sec. 
III, D. l): "Physical or ment,il 
abuse such as harassment, in· 
timidation or hazing [hazing is 
defined as subjecting a person 
to treatment intended to put 
him/her in a humiliating or 
disconcerting position] or 
other conduct which threatens 
the health or safety of any per· 
.. ------------------------. son on College owned or 
When you trade-in your men's $•.&. 400 10K gold high school ring for . . vv. 
on a Lustrium college ring, · 
America's newest fine s.a..aa. jeweler's alloy • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • VY.Y., 
-----Your rebate ••••••••••••••••••••• $16.0S 
Trade in your women's 10K gold high 
school ring for $32.00 and buy your 
Lustrium college ring for only $_37.95. 
10K gold high scl1ool trade-ins also apply 
on all Josten's 10K gold college rings. 
OFFERGOODTtaU ANIL ONIX 
"OSiEN'S 
AVAILABl.E AT THE IC BOOKSTORE 
operated property or at 
College sponsored activities is 
expressly prohibited." 
"We are not at a point, 
currently, to make that 
assessment," said Correnti. 
We are awaiting the results of 
the investigation, he added 
(see story on page I). 
The Ithaca College chapter 
continued on page 11 
Noreste, 
Admissions 
"August 80 
applicants 4-yeai tully 
recognized ar.d established 
Mexican Med1ca1 School 
w11h several hunored Amer 
1can s1uoents enrolled Use 
English language textbooks 
· and exams 1n English 
School combines Qu2111y 
educahon. small classes 
experienced 1eache1 s 
modern lac1hi1es 
Ualwenlatl Del lloreate 
120 East 41°St .NY. NY 10017 
(2121 594-9589 
or 232-3784 
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Stu·dent Government Elections 
~~~~-~,._..~t-.i ....... ~~,._l~ ........... l~~,....C>-.t~~~~~,.._..~---~---
bY Karen Stuhldreher 
Lindenauer Power is run-
ning for the Student Gover-
nment Executive Board. As a 
party, Lindenauer Power 
seeks, among other objectives, 
to make student government 
more responsive to student 
needs and desires.~ 
The Lindenauer Power 
ticket includes; Andrew Lin-
denauer as president, Susan 
Novovesky as ·v.p. of campus 
affairs, Wayne Wright as 
v. p. of academics, Cynthia 
lfdasin as v. p. of com-
muni<;ation and Marv West as 
v.p. of business and finance. 
Some of the party's objec-
tives include; the expansion of 
the Got-A-Gripe program in 
order to make student gover-
nment more responsive to in-
dividual student problems, in-
creasing campus ·fighting and 
security, installing a spotlight 
over the chapel ·to allow safe 
night ice skating, to work 
towards building up women's 
athletics, to work with Ithaca 
Transit in an effort to increase 
bus service to and from IC, 
and to increase awareness of 
campus cultural events. 
Lindenauer has been a fall 
orientation counselor for the 
past two years. He has also 
served on the Budget Commit-
tee, the Alternative Funding 
Committee, the Committee to 
Reorganize Pre-Registrationfor 
the business school and is a 
student congress represen-
tative. 
Novovesky is a resident 
assistant in Clarke· Hall and 
has .been on both the Alcohol 
Awareness-Task Force and the 
HealthAdministrationCommit-
L ind en au er Power 
tee. She wants J.C. students to 
become more involved in 
campus activities and hopes to 
use the Union cafeteria for 
speakers and mini-concerts. 
Wright's experience in-
cludes two years as a student 
congress representative and a 
year as an assistant to the v.p. 
of communications. He has 
served onthe_Alternative Fun-
ding Committee and was a 
founding member of the semi-
annual student government 
food-fast for the elimination 
of world hunger. Wright plans 
to propose a uniform pre-
registration system which 
Finance Committee, the com-
mittee to reorganize pre-
registration for the business 
school, and the Business and· 
Accounting Club.'She hopes to 
obtain funding for many 
women's sports clubs from the 
athletic department. West ha~ 
said that several clubs have 
mismanaged funds allotted to 
them, while others have not 
received any funds. In view of 
this she intends on working for 
more equitable distribution 
and plans on setting up con-
trols over the usage of funds 
allotted to clubs. 
would be followed by all Elections will take place on 
schools. He would also ·like to Monday, April 14. This year, 
see more student input into the students who live in the 
structure of the. academic Terraces should vote outside 
curriculum. the Terrace Dining Hall and 
places will be open from 10am 10pm. All students are 
to 5pm. All other students can required to present their 
vote in Egbert Union Lobby Ithaca College ID in order to 
during the hours of 10am to vote. You are urged to vote!! 
1ff; • TOWN TAXI ~~ACA r:-~·j 272-2606 
·-- 24 hour service with time calls 
PRE-LEASING FOR 
FALL 1980 
Udasin has worked in career students living in the Towers 
planning and is also a student_ can vote across from the 
congress representative. She is bookstore. These two polling 
~ member of the Business and 
Accounting Cl~b.Udasin hopes .. ------11a1-aamra 
to create better relations bet- o 11 ,~~.LOI{~ \\ \ \TEii H,·.1111,r111 ,·<M·.J 
Townhoµse Apartments 
1026 Ellis Hollow Road 
(Next to East Hill Plaza) 
Ithaca's Brand Ne~ Modern 
Concept in Off Campus Living; 
ween faculty, students and the 
administration. 
West has been a teaching 
assistant in finance and is 
\\t·ighl n·cl111111~ t·amp. T1•al'h f )\'EH~ 
\\'EIGHT c·hilclrPn "l'urt .. , 1l.1111·t·. 11111 .. i,·. 
"'"" immm:!. dram,1. rr.ifl ... \ppl~ ll.1\ id E1-
h'nht'r;!. I:; Eltlor,1110 Pl.in. \\ t·t·ha"" lPII. 
\.J. 070Bi 
a member of the Business and --··-------• 
-=- In March when the season is early, and in April 
when the season is late, there occasionally come 
., days which awaken a new joy in the heart. 
_: Every recurring spring one experiences this fresh 
delight. There is nothing very tangible yet in 
awakening nature, but there is something in 
the air, some sentiment in the sunshine and in 
the look of things, a prophecy of life and renewal, 
that sends a thrill through the frame. 
-John Burroughs 
~ 
M~dern kitchens with all appliances furn!shed. 
Large carpeted living rooms with energy 
efficient wood burning fireplace/stoves capable 
of heatmg entire unit 
Large bed rooms with 1 ~'2 baths per apartment 
Three bed room and two bedroom urn ts only. 
Sensible rates with consc1enhous landlords. 
For complete details call 277-4023 
and ask for Anne. 
--~ 
,·,.\ 
' -
1
Sundress with !i petaled skirt. 
The Cotton Collection 
House of Shalimar 
Commons • Collegetown • Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
-• 
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Senior Class Elections: Two Parties and Two Presidential Candidates 
by Linda Levermore and E.L. 
Dana 
Unlike last year, this year's 
Senior Class will have a selec-
tion of officers to choose 
from. Jeff London and Jay 
O'Neil arc each candidates 
for Senior Class president. 
There arc also two party 
tickets: "The New Decade" 
and "United Senior Class" 
(USC). This past Tuesday 
each of the candidates had the 
opportunity to present them-
selves before congress. 
Jay O'Neil is presently in 
London and could not submit 
a platform. 
Jeff London is a junior ac-
counting major running for 
senior class president. At 
Tuesday's congress meeting 
London said he feels "it's im-
portant that they (seniors) do 
1159 DRYDEN RD. 273-9725 
Featuring Dinner Specials Nightly 
Mondays 
JuicyTop Sirloins 4.95 
Tuesdays 
Old Fashion BBQ Chicken 3.95 
~dnesdays 
Country Style Spare Ribs 4. 95 
Thursdays & Mkekends 
Fresh Haddock 4.95 
Fresh Scallops/Mushrooms 6. 7 5 
Sundays 
Beef Shish Kabobs 4. 95 
***And every night (9 p.m.-midnight) 
we serve fresh homemade pizzas rank· 
ing with the best in town. 
S.A.B. 
GIVEAWAY! 
know what's going on with senior class president, Jim tising, better cooperation bet-
their graduation. I have seen Ladd for vice president and ween Student Government "and 
what's happened and I want to Ronnie Kutz for treasurer. senior class, a marathon dance 
get involved. I am open for Platte is a junior business for a worthy cause; con- · 
any and all suggestions." management major, vice tinuation of the traditional 
London wants to "unite the president of the Marketing 200, 100, and 22 and a half 
Senior Class." He says, Club and chairperson of the days parties, selling senior 
"There has been too much President's Host Committee. stickers and obtaining down-
apathy on this campus, and Ladd is a junior business town discounts for seniors. 
getting people involved is my major and an R.A. in the West The New Decade explains, 
main objective." _ Tower. Katz is an accounting "Senior year is a time which 
London also stresses finan- major with two years ex- should be remembered and 
cial stability for the class. He perience working with public cherished ... we "intend to im-
says, "I would like io raise as accounting firms. plement this!" 
much money through fun- The New Decade presented United .Senior Class (USC) 
draiscrs as possible to do the a list of ideas to congress consists of Sue Trevaskis for 
things that seniors want to· which included T-shirt sales, senior class president, Gary 
do." · dances and bumpcrsticker West for vice president and 
The New Decade ticket is fundraisers, a better budget Kevin Gage for treasurer. 
made up of Leigh Platte for for Senior Weck. better adver- Trevaskis is an accounting 
0 h L • 1 major and a member of the Pen t e ines O Oracle society. West is a chemisty major and a member C • t • of the President's Host Com-0 mm Un lCQ l,0 ns mittee. Gage is an accounting 
by Michael Weinstein and Wednesday concerning major and has served on the 
Student Government will be various topics. Budget Committee. 
sponsoring a new forum for Anyone interested in par- USC emphasizes unity as a 
discussion between students, ticipating can bring their lunch _necessity for a successful year 
administrators, faculty and and informally discuss a topic and describes the duties of the 
staff starting Tuesday, April to be chosen weekly. senior class officers. West 
15 and Wednesday, April 16 Suggestions for topics must be writes that the officers are "a 
from 11 :30am to I :30pm in submitted by Friday for the social organization responsible 
the Crossroads. following week in a box under for planning, executing and 
The purpose of these com- the Student Government raising funds for all the senior 
municative lunches is to open bulletin board in the Union. class activities. In other war-
up the lines of communication The topic chosen for each ds, the senior class council sees 
between members of the week will be announced on to it that the particular 
Ithaca College community, Mondays. graduating class becomes a 
with the hope of building a This program was organized unified body which can work 
stronger and more understan- because of the Jack of com- as a whole., thus ensuring an 
ding community. munity at Ithaca College, ex- active and dynamic senior 
The discussion for this plained V .P. of Academics year." 
coming week is Tenure and Chris Covill, who devised the With the absence of Jay 
Promotion, and discussions forums. O'Neil, Tom Erbland, chair-
will ·continue every Tuesday Please take advantage of person of congress made this 
this opportunity, by attending comment about him Tuesday 
this important program. night, "What can I say? He's 
a nice guy." 
Fireplace Accessories 
The Iron Shop , 
On the Commons 272-5101 
The Sandpiper 
Wedding rings 
. Engagement rings 
at wholesale prices 
Manufacturers of fine 
Gold Jewelry 
has been 
randomly 
selected for ... 
Sandpiper, the source 
124 The Commons, 273-1232 
Are you bored? 
Two Complimentary ticket!! 
for -
'1 
"MONTY PYTHON 
AND THE HOLY GRAIL" 
Friday, April 11 or Saturday, April 12 
• 
7 or9::m pm 
Bring this ad with your 1.0. to the movie. 
1 ' 
' 
T-102 
Gamma Delta Pi 
presents ... 
Roller Skating at 
lde's Skating Rink 
Judd Falls Road 
Thursday, April- I 0 
TONIGHT 
9:00-11:30 
admission only $2 
Your ITHACAN Gui.de_ to Arts and Entertainment 
Paul Winter's Earth Music Consort 
I" 
by Eva Grodberg 
"Earth Music" is a jmt title. 
for the tone and expressivcne,,; 
of the Paul Winter Comort ', ! 
performance in Bailey Hall 
this past Friday night. :'\1o,t of 
the Consort\· music ,ubtly 
captured the ,ounds of nature 
and carefully replicated them,' 
ming an array of woodwind· 
, and percussion imtrumenl'>. 
The group warmed up \\ith 
an eclectic piece, starting with 
Winter's eerie saxophone 
whale call. The rest of the 
Consort joined in to create an 
intere5ting tapestry of sound 
Jim Scott, the guitar am 
keyboard player, deftly moH 
intricate patterns on guitar, 
which vaguely reminded me of 
a clean Larry Coryell. 
The Group played seiections 
from pre\ ious albums plll5. 
compositiom from theirJ 
newest release, "Common; 
Ground". They touched upor.; 
their whale and wolf music, 
using actual recordings of 
,hose animals. 
Aside from Winter and Jim 
Scott, tile band is composed of 
three other musicians; Nancy' 
R umblc on oboe and English! 
horn, Eugene Freizer on cello 
and Ted Moore on percussion! 
instruments. The percussionl 
section was especially good 
and well equipped. 
What impressed me about 
these musicians is the relaxed,, 
professional manner in whichl 
thev performed. Often, when 
on~ musician would solo, the' 
others would quiety sit down 
on the stage and gaze atten-
tively towards the soloi~t. 
The entire performance wa~ 
,veil executed but did tend to 
be "long-\\inded" at time~. 
The group would often ~lip in-
to such a relaxed section of a 
composition that I sometimes 
found my~elf mesmerized, but 
not really listening to the 
music. At other times, a quick 
interspersing of percussillll or 
sax ~eemed to wake up the 
audience. 
Jeff DmHI, a local 
musician, opened the ,llll\\ for: 
the Con~ort. Dtmd pla)ed ,,, 
I 
series of onginal tun\.',, plu•; 
one~ b) Duk\.' Ell111gtllll and 
Bol Scagg,. Dtmd, \\llll 1, the: 
guitar pJa) er ft1r De,1'·TaduJ 
oftl.'n play, b) l111mcll :,: ~ 
Simeon',. \\hilc I thllt1)-'ht lief 
\\a~ goud, hl' laLkL·li t ilL·; 
d\'11am1,m llL'L'Lkd Ill pl.I\ ;1 \ 
COT1l:crt "1agl', e\L'TI ltlT a (llll-
(ert a, ml'lln\, a, thl' l'aul. 
\\'inter Cnn,or 1 
During the l.'nt1rL' ,IH1\1, a11 
interc,ung haL·~d1 llp 1,:1, 
1 pre,cnt on the ,!age 11 1, al 
colorful y1n/y111g (till.' )Ill 1,, 
pi-:tured a, ,kv, the ~a11µ ,l\t 
\\ater - or \'IL:e \'L'r,;1) '>ylllh<il -f 
divided l1\ a ra1nho11. l'1ct11rcd' 
on thl.' ,~rnhol "a \1l1ak, ;,' 
('Glllifllll;<i Oil /WJ!.i' 9 . _ _) 
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Esther Satter/ ield-
y Loren Mortimer range, diversity, and harmonic wno endorsed the Strand with 
It is always exciting to see an intonation as Satterfield, some vibrant, energetic, and 
rtist change direction with should have no trouble expan- errupting jazz. 
new material and format. ding her repertoire and ex- Hugh Masekela, who 
However, one of the deepest perimenting with more dedicated his performance to 
ironies of the modern day musical forms, rhythms, and the "brothers .all over the 
music industry is the dubious extensions of jazz. Satterfield world fighting op-
blessing of corporate · hype, is much too stylistic to stay pression", _opened up the 
A.M. airplay, and popular ac- confined within the realm of evenings activities, and earned 
ceptance. pop and disco. the right to win top billing 
Esther Satterfield, a Her opening numbers con- over Satterfield. The warmth 
superlative jazz vocalist, has sisted of the Stevie Wonder ofMasekela'smusic is derived 
taken that bold step, changing tune "For You", played disco directly from the soft sound he 
her forte from progressive jazz style, an uptempoed version of produces, and his masterful 
to rather regressive disco and "Simon Says" from her integration of African tem-
pop. Unfortunately, Satter- "Need to Be", album, and a pos, laced with both calypso, 
field's performance at the new disco composition entitled and hispanic overtones. 
Strand last Saturday, not only "No Justice", which could Masekela's band appeared to 
fell short of encompassing her appropriately describe her per- be a group of seasoned 
emotional and extra ordinary formance. musicians, and that was the 
,ong styling, but exemplified Of the nine songs performed real key to themusic;ssuccess. 
Anti Climactic 
Sun Went Down", and "All 
the Women in the World". 
The whole group was ab-
solutely marvelous and the· 
crystalline sound the grou 
provided, added to the 
listeners' enjoyment. Masekela 
has a lot to say, and says it 
beautifully. 
that she has fallen, somewhat by Satterfield, one was par- Each musician played with 
into the clutches of the ticularly exceptional. The skill, enthusiasm and brillan-
popular medium.Her repertoire lyrically warm and gentle ce. Masekela's drumer played 
possessed all the elements of a composition "Soft", captured a particulary well conceived 
commercial night club act, Satterfield's true endearing solo on the tune "Sehara in 
focusing primarily on disco persona of emotional and the Name of Art". Masekela's 
renditions, revised Mangione melodic timbre. clarinet player also brought 
compositions, and one or two Although "Soft", seemed added color by switching 
compositions that seemed to surface the full potential periodically to baritone sax on 
starving for A.M. airplay. and eloquence of Satterfield's such numbers as "The day the £,;therSatterjield 
:tii~v~:1~i,::h;;~~!itl ii::~~:;,"~~f.1!~:o~;i.: Notes From Ford 
vocalist with as much diction, cli_mactic to Hugh Masekela, · 
> 
/uigi',J. by Karen Johnston · Ford Hall is waiting for you. This week, Ford's got a lot of 
recitals and concerts to offer. 
Saturday is a real busy day 
in Ford Hall. Starting the day 
off will be Susan Schwartz's 
Junior voice recital. Scnwartz 
appears in the Ford Hall 
Auditorium at noon. 
The last recital on· Saturday 
begins at 8:15pm in Ford Hall 
as Sigma Alpha Iota celebrates 
the coming of spring in their 
special spring recital. A special duo piano team 
starts off the week's activities., 9_Jalian e .1.1.UUtR 
FINE ITALIAN 
. SPECIALTIES 
SINCE 1949 
, Two IC music faulty, Mary 
: . ~ Ann Covert and Phiroze Men-
Following Schwartz, is 
-Sunday is just as busy in 
Ford, with three recitals plan-
ned. 
. ta, appear at the keyboards. 
Mary Ebaugh's Senior recital. 
Ebaugh performs at 1 pm in 
Nabenhauer. 
At 1pm in Nabenhauer, 
Suzanne Winters and Ray 
recital. 
~ They will be in the Ford Hall 
272-5080 
109 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE.COMMONS) 
-- - - __".:_--.::a,.. 
ICEIAM)AIR ID EUROPE. 
BIGBIHD 
LOWlNFARE 
Houndmp 
from Ch,c,~o 
rn Luxcmhourg 
~o restrictions 
( :1111firmcd rc:,c:n ac1on ... •free" ine n1th dinner, cognJc after• 
110 rc:-,1r1ct1on, on ,tJ\.., co I, r or .11..l\.'ancc purcha.,,e. Prices \'al1d 
lrom l. S from \IJrch 10 thru \IJ\' 14, 1980. All •che<lule~ JOU 
price, "'hJec1 to chJngc Jnd gcnernment appr /,al. Purchase: 
ICC~C!S 111 !he l S 
r--------------------
scc """ lfJ1c.:I ,,gem or \Hirt: Dept #( '\ I 
ILd.ind.ur I' 0 Bo, l(J.'i. 
\\est I kmp,tcJd. -.;y 11.'iSZ. 
(',,IJ 111 ,,c, 7S7-HSHS: chc-.herc, cJJI H00-555-1212 for the 
rt1ll-trce number 1n vour JrcJ 
l'k,1,i: ,cn<l me ~: ·.\n kclJn<la,r flight nmctJblc. 
~-.1 YtJur EuropcJn \'acJt1on~ brochure 
\..1mc: ___________________ _ 
\dd '"" ---( ·u, 
\t.l[l.' -----
L {fi!~~rt,~.e!!!Jai' ...J 
--------------------
Auditorium at 8:15pm. 
Friday, two recitals are on 
tap. At · 9pm in the 
Nabenhauer Room, Nancy 
Ressel performs her Senior 
.Piano Recital. 
At 2pm on Saturday, 
Reginold Allen sings in· Ford 
Hall. Matt While performs on 
clarinet at 3pm in 
Nabenhauer. . 
Also, Friday night, James 
Spillarte appears. Spillane, a · 
junior will sing ... also in the 
Nabenhauer Room. 
Also on Saturday, Peter 
Rothbart performs a special 
graduate woodwind recital. 
This performance begins at 
4pm. 
The Circuit Tree services all 
brands of television, home 
and car stereo systems, etc. 
Warranty Station for Sony, 
RCA, Panasonic, GE TV, 
,.,Sanyo, Bollsei, Pioneer, 
Hijachi and other brands. 
Housecalls · 
Leslie Giscombe follows 
with her senior voice recital. 
That'~ at 2pm in Ford. . 
Steve Brown raps up 
the day's music events. Brown 
will lead a special jazz 
workshop and concert. This 
workshop and concert begins 
at 8:15 pm. 
The last event of this week's 
music calendar features a little 
change of pace as The Les 
Brown Band appears in con-
cert in the Ford· Hall 
Auditorium. This starts at 
2pm. 
All performances this week 
are free and open to everyone. 
203 Dey St. • Ithaca. NY 14850 • 272-8584 ,, _______ ,,,,,,__.,,,,,,Air,,,.,..,.,,-., r .................. _~-----------:-'~---------~-~~ I f!Tk f/Jalad  I I 361 ~~ f!Jload · I I dd rY1ie :¥~ guut 9)1o1te I s . ·-~- . s I ~ -----__..,,_--.- • I 
I Whole Grains, Dried Fru;t!, & Nuts, I I Fre.sh Fruit & Vegetables, Hain Health I S Foops, Arrowhead-Mills Flours, Dairy _ 5 I Products, Cheeses · · I 
I -ALL REASONABL y PRICED-
I Specials: I {fftw,,Wa &l,e,,,I ({}~ I sfm9sc. · · 
L,,..,,;,,.,111.11.11111111111.1.111.111.1• 
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Film/ Serial at the Pyramid Moll 
by David Lebovitz consequently turns out to be 
In a period of social tran- nothing more than an R-rated 
,sition in our society, there Love Boat. 
have been several films which What I found most an-
have attempted to shed new ,noying about Serial was that it 
:light on a particular aspect of was so contrived, so simplistic 
our lives. Several films have and ultimately unconvincing. 
come out which have effec- The dialogue was so poorly 
tively dealt with the humor recited that all one can do is 
and people ·or different class laugh at it. I found myself 
levels. Such films include laughing at the stiff and awk-
Breaking Away (Yates), Fren- ward speech. Also, there were 
ch Can-Can (Renoir) and It so many cliches being thrown 
Happened One Night (Capra). back and forth between the 
These films share a unique characters, that I didn't know 
vision of humanity. Serial is whether the scriptwriter was 
about the upper-class folks of making fun of them or was ac-
Marin County, the true elitists tually being sincere. 
o_f society. Another part of the film 
In Serial, we are confronted that really bothered me was 
with two couples and some ex- the stereotyping of characters 
tra people. The relationships to the extreme. The women 
are revealed in a series of were all portrayed as 
sporatic vignettes, in a frustrated bitches who even-
television-like style, only with tually became submbsive to 
some bared breasts and a han- their husbands or else they 
dful of· tasteless sexual jokes. were shown as sex-starved and 
These people get themselves promiscuous. The men are 
messed up with consciousness- aggressive and animalistic 
raising groups, pills, com- towards the women and, for 
munes, cults and granola. the most part, are unwilling to 
This may sound like quite a bit accept the "new openness" 
to cover in one film, but Serial that their spouses frantically 
attacks them without any try to adopt. It is .charac-
hesitation. However, the film terizations like these which 
Paul Winter Consort 
Plays Earth Music 
continued from page 7 
wolf and an eagle, all q.11imals 
threatened with extinction. 
The backdrop was designed 
from the "Common Ground" 
album cover and its design 
exemplifies the concepts of 
that album and the threat of 
extinction to animals. 
( ·1t i nt'\t' · A nu·rica 11 J ood 
118 W. StalP Street 2 7 :2 -7 :J ~, t J 
A career in law-
without law school. 
After Just three months of study at The Institute for 
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a 
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business -
without law school. 
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of 
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at 
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of 
seven different areas of law to study Upon completion of 
your training, The lnst1tute·s unique Placement Service will 
find you a responsible and challenging job 1n a law firm, 
bank or corporation in the city of your choice. 
The Institute for Paralegal Tra1n1ng 1s the nat1on·s first 
and most respected school for paralegal tra1n1ng Since 
1970. we've placed over 3.000 graduates 1n over 85 c1t1es 
nat1onw1de. 
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking 
for an above average career, contact your Placement . 
Office for an interview with our representative 
We will visit your campus on: 
WEDNESDAY.APRIL 16 
f\ 
The t~ /a,,\ 
Institute 1: Jr>~,,.;_.,._.,..\ 
· for ff t 1 1!tP,.~~ 
Paralegal .. I · 1111- ·•· ~ Ill ' "' 
235 South 17th Street 
Ph1ladelph1a, PA 19103 
(215) 732-6600 
Training~ _ti! .... ! .a~ 
opcralc;;;;-ra,a-lcgai". Inc 
Approved by the American Bar Association. 
contribute to sex-role 
6tercotypes and ultimately 
leave an undesireable im-
pression on the viewer. 
I can easily see Serial as a 
pilot for a TV series, minus 
some sex and swearing. Its 
level of maturity (or im-
maturity) and treatment of the 
subject matter \YaS less than 
expected for such a lucrative 
topic. Yet the director decided 
to go for the sit-com ap-
J*Oach. Instead of being 
a pessimistic docu-drama on 
Marin County, it turns into an 
idiotic comedy which becomes 
hopelessly ordinary. 
Serial does make some sort 
of statement about this 
,egment of humanity but left 
ne feeling unsure whether to 
'Je offended that they were 
making fun of free-thinking 
lifestyles or maybe it was in-
tended as a cynical approach 
_ using comedy and allowing 
their weird devotions to come 
through. 
In the end, I was disappoin-
ted by Serial's low level of 
humor and even lower 
acheivement in filmmaking. 
Some rather bland acting for 
sue!-. hopefuls as Tuesday 
Weld and Martin .Mull didn't 
exactly add to the film's story. 
The sound, at times, was in-
credibly off because of ob-
vious mistakes which made the 
characters' voices seem distant 
and unreal. The photography 
was similarly dull and unreal, 
like something that would be 
on television. I found Serial 
most unentertaining and not 
unlike watching a bad made-
for-TV movie. 
Applications for 
BUreau of Concerts 9 
Executive Board 
positions for '80-'81 are 
now available in the 
Office of Campus 
Activities. 
Pick one UP. immediately 1 
I 
l 
1 
l 
and get involved! : 
~ 
t::::::::::========================================================1 ; : 
CABLE TV 
AND HBO 
SUBSCRIBERS 
If you plan to discontinue your 
service, make sure you call 
272-3456 and return your 
converter. This can save you 
up to $200.00 in equipment 
charges! We are located at 
519 West State St. 
Watch for our ads in the 
next two issues of the 
Ithacan for times and dates 
of special on campus centers 
to returQ your converter and to 
place a service disconnect 
order to stop billings. 
If you have any questions call: 
•
272-3456 
Fl,,I CERACCHE 
"# TELEVISION 
I 
-· 
l 
"·-
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Sounds/ Music Information 
hv Steve Platt 
· The new Genesis album, 
"Duke", was just released. 
"Duke" is the band's first 
album in two years since the 
release of "And Then There 
Were Three". Peter Gabriel is 
not on this album as was 
rumoured. A double album 
anthology by REO Speed-
wagon called "A Decade of 
Rock and Roll, 1970 to 1980" 
just came out which iacludes 
and eight page booklet of, 
photos and the band's history. 
The new Van Halen LP 
"Women and Children First" 
is in the stores this week too. 
Ian Hunter has a live one out 
called ''Welcome to the 
Club". It wus recorded at the 
Roxy in L.A. on Nov. 5-11 of 
last year and at Media Sound 
in New 'York Jan. 10 and 11 
this year. 
0
It includes a lot of 
good old stuff as well as four 
new songs. Among the new 
stuff is the possibly 
autobiographical, "Sons and 
Daughters", "We Gotta Get 
Out of Here", which contains 
the vocals of Ellen Foley (of 
"Paradise by the Dashboard 
Light" -, fame), "Silver 
Needles" and "Man O' War". 
Pete Townse'nd's second 
solo LP, "Empty Glass", 
should be out this Monday. 
The release of the Rolling 
Stones' album "Emotional 
Release" has been delayed. 
Copies of the record are being 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST JJQUOR STORE , 
TO l C. CAMPUS 
21 8 ON TIIE CO:tv1MONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selectio, ,r N. Y.S. Wines" 
/ • .fternoon 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
marked in a special way in or-
der to avoid counterfeiting. As 
for the Dead's "Go to 
Heaven", the release date has 
been moved back again to the 
end of the month. 
This Saturday night you can 
hear a live concert by either 
the Stones, Led Zeppelin, 
Pink Floyd, the Who, or 
Bruce Springsteen, depending 
on who wins WICB's "Rock 
and Roll battle World Series". 
Put in a vote for your favorite 
band beginning Friday at 4:30 
pm. The votes will be tallied 
up Saturday night at 9 pm, 
and a live concert by the win-
ner will be broadcast. The 
numbers to call ICB are 274-
3216 and X 3217. 
The "Grateful Dead 
Movie" is playing in town at 
the State Theater at the mid-
night show. The Rolling 
Stones' movie ''Gimme 
Shelter" is playing at Uris 
Hall, Cornell tonight. 
For people interested in 
following the Dead ar~mnd, or 
seeing a few concerts, here's 
the tour schedule: April 28 -
Alabama, April 29 - Fox 
Theater, May 1 - North 
Carolina, May 2 - Hampton, 
Virginia, May 4 - Baltimore, 
May 6 - Penn State, May 8 · 
Glenn Falls, May IO - Har-
. tford Civic Center, May 11 -
Portland, Maine, May 12 -
Boston Garden and May 14-16 
- Nassau Coliseum. 
Other concerts in the area 
include: in Syracuse Chuck 
Mangione at the Landmark 
April 15, Todd Rundgren and 
Utopia at the Auditorium 
Theater April 15, Marshall 
Tucker at the War Mem. April 
17, Zappa at Syracuse April 
24, Cheap Trick at the War 
Mem. April 9 and Chick 
Corea at the Drumlins Coun-
try Club Apri! 10. In 
Binghamton Cheap Trick at 
the Broome County Arena 
May 8. In Rochester Van 
Halen at the War Merri. May 6 
and Genesis June 25. In Troy 
Frank Zappa at RPI April 26. 
And in Ithaca, Warren Zevon 
at Bailey Hall April 11, and 
Richie Havens at the Strand 
April 19. Thanks for help 
ICB-FM, Dean and Dave of 
the Sampler, and A.S. Hurd. 
SAB Elects New Chairperson 
by E.L. Dana. Shaw expresses optimism 
Kevin Shaw, a junior finan- about the upcoming year as 
cc major has been elected SAB head and dtes develop-
chairperson of the Student Ac- ment of three areas as his goal. 
tivities Board (S.A.B.) for Shaw plans to increase 
next year. His qualifications student input thrugh surveys 
include current membership and telephone interviews. 
on S.A.B. as treasurer, past Shaw's second goal is to im-
experience with student gover- prove student knowledge of 
nment and a "knowledge of SAB and its function. Last, he 
the organization", stated Ann _. plans to expand of the two 
Cohen, this year's chair. "I newest committees of SAB, 
have confidence in him", she Community Service and 
added. Public Relations and Recruit-
No Such Thing 
As A Free Lunch 
Fri., Apr. 11 and 
Sat., Apr. 12 
ITHACA 272-9597 
ment. All three topics share 
the effect of increasing 
awareness of the role of SAB 
at I.C., explained Shaw. 
More specific plans for SAB 
1980-81 were not available, 
pending the appointment of 
the remaining members of the 
board. These positions in-
clude chairpersons for Films, 
Speakers, Fine Arts, Dinner 
Theater, Publicity, Dances, 
the Crossroads, Travel, Public 
Relations and Recruitment 
and Community Service 
Committees. Applications 
will be available in the Office 
of Campus Activities until 
Friday, with interviews for the 
candidates scheduled from 
Monday to Wednesday. 
Decisions on the appointments 
will take place on Wednesday. 
the kbldea mt o1 an. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
~ood ose. ' 0 ' 
,p 
•DeWitt Mall 
•ethrnc rnght 
on Sunrlay 
esvup & salad specials 
resta.,.,. 
' ei~ 
·'1' 
., 
•273-9610 
•fresh fish on 
weekends 
•gourmet vegetana 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
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muzhocl~ / Dry JocJ~court~yofPeteJudge 
by David O'Flaherty Although the tunes are not through them. 
Dry Jack is a fusion band surprisingly new or original, Some "rocking out" can be 
from Kansas City, consisting they vary enough to keep the found on tunes like "Ham-
of keyboardist/composer album interesting from start to merhead" or the trade-off 
Chuck Lamb, brother Rich on finish. The band really funks jamming session on "Neener 
fretless bass, Rod Fleeman on out on tunes like "Ham- Nawner Part II", further 
guitar, and Jon Margolis on rnerhead" or "Wimpy revealing Margolis' diverse 
drums and percussion. They Thing", the latter featuring drumming style. 
have appeared at the Rongo some of Lamb's best solo The band plays well as a 
twice over the last few months. work on both electric piano, unit, as exemplified by the title 
They bring a box of albums acoustic piano, and syn- cut. There's a. beautiful, 
wherever they play, and sell thesizer. Metheny type section which 
them at the end of the night. An excellent swing feel can drops and builds in dynamics 
They are influenced by a be found on · "Butch and as easily as clicking a switch. 
wide variety of fusion artists, Bruce Go Under the Sea", The tune then bursts out of 
including Chick Corea, with fine interplay between the this section into a high energy 
Stanley Clark, Passport and rhythm section and the jam with a melody head most 
Todd Rundgren just to name a soloists. This tune features a reminiscent of Passport. The 
few. The :1 ,usicianship of the quick, clean bass solo by Rich song mellows out again, and 
band is Ch.Jse to impeccable. Lamb, who plays over the then rccaptivatcs into the cat-
Chuck Lamb is a superb chord changes rather than chy, keyboard-dominated 
keyboardist, with a go?d • t< .. ,. >Ck ,0 , ,c • 
knowledge of electromcs 
coupl~ct with ~i~ quick, clean COUNSLERSneeded for Day camp in 
techmcal ability. Rod • 
and he and_ Lamb hook u~ on Tennis, Riflery (NR.t\), Wrestling, Gym-
some . quick synchronized nasties Arts&Crafts Ecology· or Drama.; 
melodies, such as on the tunes ' ' _, ' 
"Hammerhead" or "Wimpy ~Dance, please write:Thomas School of ~ 
Thing". Like Lamb, Fleeman Horsemanship, 250 Round Swamp Road 
knows ~ow to effectively ~SC Mellville N.Y 11747 or call· (516) 
electronic toys as well as being ~ ' • ' ~ 
able to play his instrument 692-6840. 
well. ~Jo< ,c~k ,c.,; HI< M 
Rich Lamb is a solid bass 
player, and although not 
technically outrageous, you 
won't catch his making a 
mistake. He also handles the 
numerous bass melodies, such 
as the one on "Neener 
Nawner" quite well, really 
playing out when he's sup-
posed to. Jon Margolis is a 
sensitive drummer, the real 
spark of the band. He adds to 
the compositions with well-
placed accents, cools out at the 
right time, feeds the other 
players' solos with-energy, and 
is able to just plain wail, most 
noticeably on.his drum solo in 
"Hammerhead". He also 
changes his style of playing to 
comform to the somewhat 
varied style of the songs. 
A RESTAURAN?-° AN~~ PHILOSOPHY 
. GREYSTONE INN 
Continental .Cuisine and 
~xtensive .W~e List 
Serving Wednesday. thni-Monday 5:30-9:00 
Dosed Tuesday 
Visa 
1457 E. Shore Drive 
lthaa 
27~ Master Charge 
Terraces, Towers 
Union 
11:00am to 6:00pm 
8:30am to 9:00pm 
anyone may vote anywhere 
1!11 
theme of the song. Lamb uses For those into jazz fusion_ 
an ocean roar effect from his . this album may not knock I 
synthesizer and Fleeman your socks off, but the tunes' 
1m1tates seagulls with his are lively and enjoyable, and 
guitar as the song fades into a played with feeling by fine 
spacey oblivion. An ace tune. musicians. 
*,DK On Probation 
continued from page 4 
of Delta Kappa was rcincor-
yorated in 1964; the fraternity 
no longer has any national af-
filiation. DK is well known for 
its many contributions to the 
'college community. These in-
clude: the Student Directorv. 
anaually compiled by the 
members of DK; organization 
of the Ithaca College Alumni 
ohonathon and annual Giving 
Drive; organization and direc-
tion of Parent's Week end; and 
sponsorship of the Blood-
mobile on campus. 
KINGSWOOD CAMP FOR BOYS 
~ 
:\ private. all c1rourHI ii<:t11 llil'~ e,unp for ho> s .1gc,- 7 to t:i 
Locatpd Ill the White '.\lounta1ns of '.\t•11 llc1mpsh1rl' our 
campers and staff ('O!lle from a 111dl' gl'ograph1(' .irc'd 
We c1re present!> seekmg ppople for a 111de 1·,ir1t·t:- of 
activities. both athlet1r .ind non-athll'tll' \\"l' m1 ill· your 
mterl•st 
Apphcat1ons m.1~ be oht,uned .1t thl· C.treL•r f'lc111rnng 
Office, Gannett Center 
General stdlf. Gracluatt•. l nclergraduatt• and FaL·ult> 
welcome 
For further mfornwtJOll l'Olll.i('t ,!err) D1et1 c•1·cn?ng,- ;1t 
273-8871 
Suits that work 
on the job 
lHl ,in 1nterv1ew 
on the ~o 
---- \ 
. _·; 
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Full Time Affirlllative Action Officer Search Underway 
by Amy Fink 
A nine member search 
committee, headed by 
Executive Secretary to the 
President Gwen Seaquist, is 
underway for the screening of 
applicants for the newly 
created position of full-time 
affirmative action officer for 
the college. 
Seaquist, who is presently 
acting as affirmative action 
officer until a full-time 
replacement can be found, has 
the responsibility of chairper-
son for the search due to her ' 
familiarity with federal 
legislation regarding Affir-
mative Action. She also has a 
law degree which aids in her 
understanding of the field. 
An advisory committee has 
been established and is com-
prised of students, faculty and 
admimstrat1on. Some volun-
teered for their tasks, while 
others were asked to serve due 
to expertise fo the area of Af-
firmative Action. Among 
those chosen were· Assistant 
Professor of Sociology Ray 
Davis, Director of EOP 
George Simms and Assistant 
Dean of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences 
Eleanor Turk. 
"The job of Affirmative 
Action Officer will be to im-
prove the effectiveness of this 
school. They will have to 
fulfill the plans the committee 
has set for them,"sai"d Davis. 
The Affirmative Action Of-
ficer will have several respon-
sibilities he or she must com-
ply with federal regulations, 
aquaint him or herself with the 
compliances and remain up to 
date, and make sure the 
college remainS"' in compliance 
with federal regulations. 
The opening for an Affir-
mative Action Officer was ad-
vertised in the Chronicle of 
Higher Education, and a 
number of candidates have 
applied. 
· The search, which began in 
late Dec. will continue until 
President Whalen examines 
the recommendations of the 
committee and makes the final 
decision. The selection should 
be made before the fall 
semester, 1980. 
*Provost Candidate ]anies -Billet J.C. 
-
continued from pa?,e 1 
for classes taught by the 
faculty member under 
evaluation. The college also 
utilizes student input regar-
ding faculty selection, and 
Billet expressed his faith in 
those opinions saying, 
Your own Adventure Your own ODYSSEY 
In the Realm of Meat and Drink of Mortals 
Begins at the ODYSSEY. 
0oysse 
Open Daily 4 p.m. Sundays 1 p.m. 
Reservations and banquets for all occasions 
Call 272-2422 
1654 Trumansburg Rd. 
(6-7 miles from downtown Ithaca 
west on Route 96) 
The Cotton Collection 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·········:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:=:: 
House of Shalimar 
Commons • Collegetown • Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
"students can sort charming 
from effective or boring from 
effective." He also c~mmen-
ted that student opinion 
generally parallels that of 
faculty and administration. 
Addressing questions -con-
cerning the integration of the 
professional schools with 
humanities and science 
programs Billet commented 
that the professional divisions 
are very strong, but graduates 
of those programs should be 
able to say "I'm also literate," 
to prospective employers. 
"Many schools are afraid to 
say they'll make you com-
Educational Center 
TEST PREPARATION · 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
petent," he said, emphasizing 
again the need for education 
beyond proficiency in one's 
field. 
Billet continued, however, 
warning that very high levels 
of integration among schools 
leads to an undifferentiated 
population. He advised that 
one "makes sure one ·doesn't 
knock the corners off the 
schools," thus eliminating the 
diversity of the present system. 
He also claimed that the ten-
sion present between such a 
dissimilar group of schools is 
desireable, suggesting that one 
should "keep a little heresy in 
Cla!-,;es hegin 
in Ithaca 
on April 9th 
Compact Coun-1' 
Starts May 24th 
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Ma1or US C1t1es & Abroad 
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782 
the institution, because if you 
don't it tends to get smug." 
Of the search for· minority 
faculty and students at 
colleges today, Billet said, 
"The problem is that it is still 
not compellingly obvious to 
minorities that it's a 
hospitable place to be." He 
said that the need for change 
within the institution before 
such attitudes would be 
dispelled was necessary, but 
also warned of the possibility 
of minorities turning their 
backs on their subcultures. 
"I'm ambivalent about 
special programs," responded 
Billet to the topic of the Black 
and Hispanic Studies Program 
proposed at IC. His concerns 
centered on the importance 
"that people feel they have a 
niche in the institution," and 
also on whether or not the 
"content of the program is in 
one's long term best interest." 
He stressed that homogenity 
should be avoided. "People 
lapse into singlemindedness," 
he said. "I would be en-
thusiastic about harboring 
heterogenity.' '· 
Billet presently serves as 
dean and vice president of 
Goucher College in Maryland, 
and holds a doctorate in 
chemistry from the University 
of Illinois. 
The American 
Right to Choose: 
Choose 
glasses: 
Choose 
designer frames 
from Cardin lo 
Von Furstenberg. 
you·11 find them all 
If you·re looking 
for budget 
frames values 
start as low as S5 00 
* One hour service for most soft contacts and glasses only at 
American V1s1on Center 
* The largest inventory of soft contact lenses of all types are 
at American V1s1on Center all !he time 
Choose 
contacts: 
Bausch & Lomb 
or American 
Opf1cal soft 
contact lenses $e69:'' 
Regularly S 79 
The American Pledge IS lo prov1delhe highest quality, most off, dable eye 
care possible. Contacts or glasses. the choice 1s yours Bui the coo .JC! lens guarantee 
1s ours If you·re not completely satisfied with your contact lens purchase w1th1n 30 
days. we will refund the full lens price .. that's the American pledge to you 
American v*asb, Center 
Offices 1n llllno1s. Maryland. Massachusetts. New York. Pennsylvania. and Texas American Express 
-
PYRAMID MALL, ITHACA • 257-1453 cred,tcor~;~~:~~r 
. ~RANIJ OPl:NING SPl:CIAL · 
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1 I I l-
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I $1 o. OFF Offer : j Save $10. $-69 with this coupon I 
I I I on Bausch Offer I expires & Lomb and • expires I I S10 ctt any frame Oller S25 with this coupon May 14 I 11 American Ophcal soft contact lenses · I 
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Lacrosse Destroys Two 
The Ithaca College Lacrosse 
team, ranked number three 
nationally in Division lll, up-
ped its season record to 4-1 
with impressive wins over 
C.W. Post and RIT this past 
week. 
On Saturday, April 5, the 
Bombers walloped C. W. Post, 
the fifth ranked team in 
Division II, by a score of 22-3. 
The lthacan's attack once 
again showed plenty of balan-
ce. Frosh f.ichie Marino had 
four goab ctnd two assists. 
Rob Serling had fG>ur goals 
and three assists while Mike 
Biondi had four goals and two 
assists. Senior co-captain . 
Barry Cohen was the game's 
top point getter as he scored 
three times and assisted on five 
'other. Bill Ellsworth also 
chipped in three goals and one 
assist. Sophomore Gary 
Rueben and freshperson Craig 
Stewart split the time in goal, 
each making 12 saves with 
Rueben stopping several key 
shots in the early going. 
On Tuesday, April 8 the 
Bombers crushed visiting RIT 
18-10. Marino once again led 
the scorini parade with four 
goals. 'Bill Rosecrans played a 
fine all-around game at mid-
field and scored three goals 
while Biondi, Ellsworth and 
Cohen all chipped in with two 
goals apiece. Serling assisted 
on five goals. The Bomber 
defense, spearheaded by co-
captain Jon Heisman, Dave 
Wilder and Harry Moss turned 
in a fine performance with 
Wilder playing exceptionally 
well. 
The lthacans travel to 
Geneva on Saturday to take on 
the number one ranked 
Hobart team. Game time is 
set for 2pm, come on out and 
support the Bombers--Geneva 
is only a short distance up 
route 89. 
~ .. 
lacrosse team charging upfield 
Budweiser ..
KING OF BEERS(!) 
ATHLffl DF TIE WEB( 
1- ,. 
Busebull pitdu•r Murty· Olnu,tt•tul piteht·d a ,'j.() 
shut out u~aim,t Hobart on Tuc!-iduy·. 
With his strong urm Murty· stru<'k out four and 
walked one while giving up onl~· two hits. Thi!'> 
helped irwrease lthu<'a's sh.th :\utionull~· rnnkt'CI 
team to n 4-1 reeord. 
For hi" u<'hievernent in guiding the tt•nrn to thrir 
vit·tor~·· the lthnt•nn is proud to rt•t·o:rni:,w !Harty U!-> 
Athlt>tt' of tht> Week. 
•' 
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Ultimate Frisbee Breezes By Hobart 
•, 
by Michael Rinaldo PTB Eitman made some spec-
It was a battle against . the tacu!ar catches, pulling down 
wind rather than the opposing seven. Randy Milton tallied 
players as the Ithaca College five, with Michael Rinaldo, 
Ultimate Frisbee Team Jim Isaacs, Rick Carrier and 
bree1,ed (excuse the pun) by Skip Dalsimer scoring the 
Hobart on Saturday 18-10. On remammg goals. The ex-
a sunny but very windy day, perience of Don Kenney and 
the game wa::, understandably Jim Isaacs was a great asset as 
sloppy. Even throws of only a these two were able to throw 
few feet were very difficult, some fine passes despite the 
and with many gusts - im- tornado-like weather. The 
pos~ihlc. team showed great depth as 
Even with thb disadvan- there were enough players for 
tage, the !:,core was fairly high. three teams. There wa~ some 
Large \ alrncia Orange, IO for S 1.00 
Pini, and\\ hilr Grapcfruil, 4 for St.00 
Emperor Grapr, .89c 'lb. 
\\ arcrmelon, 
Canlrlope, 
llonr)de", 
TODl'S PRODUCE 
Rt. 13 at Esty St. Open Every Day 
Ithaca Daily 7:30-6 Sunday 10-6 
273-2653 
iliiiiJiWililZ : . - ·- ' 
Su1nmer Dresses: 
I 
I 
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Young & Vi·vacious! 
I / 
l 1, 
\:' ! k1 \;, 
., ·.• 
f 
' 
.. - ~·· .. 
A sleek A lino sun 
dress w11h p1n1ucks in 
groups of three sur 
rounding o button 
plnckel on lhe bodice :::: 
With pared down !llrnps :::: 
for lhe shoulders. plus •:•: 
pockets 1n tho side :•:• 
... m, 100% Cotton Ill 
The Cotton Collection } 
•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
House of Shalimar 
Commons • Collegetown • Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 or 257:2222 
good exhibition "B" as the 
third line played during half-
time. 
The game opened with 
a Hobart score but was 
followed by two quick Rinaldo 
and Eitman goals. Towards 
the end of the first half, the 
Hobart defense broke down, 
as IC began scoring heavily, 
closing the half with a 12-5 
score. The wind, •which had 
been fairly mellow the first 
half, picked up during the 
-;econd. Hobart capitalized on 
this whenever IC was throwing 
into the wind~ by pressing the 
throw. This worked as they 
scored four unanswered goals. 
__ With the game becoming close 
again, IC turned it on- and 
scored six goals while allowing 
only one. great 
The team has 
aspirations for the 
-
photo by Ben Norton 
remainder of the season and 
should fair well. 
Crew Out-Strokes Georgetown 
by Putty McGann 
· Ithaca College Crew had its 
first meet last Saturday here, 
in Ithaca. The Men's 
Heavyweight Varsity was the 
only winning IC crew at 
Saturday's races. They com-
pleted the 2000 meter course in 
six minutes and 40 seconds, 
out-stroking Georgetown by 
, 13 seconds and Maritime by 20 
seconds. 
Ward Romer, the team'~ 
coach, was both "pleased and 
surprised" w.ith their perfor-
mance. Romer commented 
that "Some improvements 
need to be made, but the men 
are' now obligated to continue 
rowing well this season." 
Members of the team include 
Mary West (coxswain), Gor-
don Burrows (stroke), Jim 
Berzok, Hank Coleman, Peter 
Feitner, Andy Russell, Charlie 
Estey, Jon Bush and Peter 
Brown. The freshperson team 
also deserves mention, as they 
lost to Georgetown by only 
one second. 
This week, IC Crew will 
travel to Philadelphia for a 
meet against Villanova and 
Kings Point. 
*Writer Justifies Op/Ed 
continued f ram page 3 
In telephone conversatiom 
with both Sue and Andy prior 
to my news article on March 
27, I was told specifically, 
Sue's feelings about doing 
something to improve the par-
ty school image at I.C., and I 
was told specifically by Andy 
that he wanted to "reorganize 
:,tudent government." 
My OP-Ed was not a con-
demnation of Lindenauer Par-
ty, it was an analysis of a 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Assistant to Special Events and 
Conference Manager Needed. 
GARDEN APT. INCLUDED 
FINE SALARY @!; 
Pick Up Application at I 
The Business Service Dept. · -
2nd Floor Job Hall 
Deadline for Applications 4 / 14 / 80 
IEllE:!l~L!:~l!::1=1l!::J1=1sli51r,@ 
dozen pages of notes taken 
from what they wrote to me, 
and several phone conver-
sations_ Why is it underhan-
ded to use what is wrongly 
called "priviliged infor-
mation" concerning the names 
of candidates in an OP-Ed, 
when it was perfectly accep-
table in my news story the 
previous week? 
I was being both generous 
and tactful in my Op-Ed, 
because had I printed, side by 
side, the information I 
received from both parties, 
some people would have been 
embarassed. 
Michael Weinstein 
~SoAPJI. ~~ DeWitt Mall . ~ 
272-9096 ~--
0 
Crabtree 6 Evelyn 
LONDON 
Cucumber Cosmetics 
Biokosma's creation helps 
moisturize the skin as it forms 
a thin, matte finish: 
Corner Seneca & Cayuga 
272-9096 
Mon-Sat 
10-5:30 
--
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.Announcem.ents 
To the Man with 12 ways to comb his 
hair, 
Happy' Birthday!!! 
The Ithacan 
To the Rowland Hall sweetie-pie, 
You're the best thing that has ever 
happened to me. You make mr life 
the best it has been ever. I Jove you. 
· Your Bunny 
PETER TAFF AE 
PETER TAFFAE 
PETER T AFFAE 
COLORS AT CONGRESS 
Attention: 
Donations are now being accepted 
for the Terrace Pl. stereo relief fund. 
Help! WC need tunes. 
JandL 
What's all this 1 hear about crayons 
and · coloring 'books at Student 
Congress? 
To P JC in London: · 
A squid eating dough ma polyethelene 
bag is fast and bulbous. 
Goat 
B&J, J&B, 
What would I do without you ... 
I never want to find out. 
-the mad hatter 
C.M., 
Jt 's so easy to set up a gullible 
restaurant owner. 
Ha, ha, the joke's on you ... again 
Happy Belated April Fools! 
~ Andrea & Eva 
Ai.Person, 
The odds are 1/38. You know what 
1 say from where & when. 
J.B. 
Kirk, 
GO HOME to Boston and stay 
there you grump. 
The I Love 
N.Y. Club 
Ronnie: 
You can take me for a ride anytime-
it's not how long you make it, it's how 
you make it long. (we can make it all 
the way to L.1.] 
· Love, 
c.u. 
Welcome to Ithaca 
Oogapotchka! 
*Cap& 
·Gowns 
continued from page J. 
On August 7, 1979 Hardin 
called a meeting and provided 
no interpreter for the Italian-
speaking women, said 
Monroe. He threatened to 
close the factory should em-
ployees choose to be represen-
ted by the union. The 
-following day the workers 
went on strike. 
After it appeared as if Har-
jin was beginning to make 
!mprovements on the working 
:onditicms inside the plant, the 
National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB) suggested that 
the workers offer uncon-
ditionally to return to work, 
Schaffer said. Hardin has 
refused three attempts made 
by the workers to return to 
their jobs. 
There are · tow sets of 
charges currently ,pending 
against Cotrell and Leonard 
by the NLRB. The first cp.arge 
is based on the company's 
threat to close the factory if 
the employees chose to be 
represented by the union. 
Also mentioned, was the com-
pany's interrogation of em-
ployees and surveillance of 
union activities. The second 
charge involves the threat that 
employees who were on strike 
work under those conditions,'' 
she said. "On the other hand I 
signed a contract... someone 
should stand up and say this is 
Mr. Hardin's side of the 
story," she continued. 
Hardin has written letters to 
the administratrion of all the 
schools that have ordered caps 
and gowns from Cotrell and 
Leonard, Schaffer said. 
President of the Senior 
class, Jill Furstman said after 
the student congress meeting 
where Monroe and Schaffer 
also spoke, ''caps and gowns 
are a tradition of graduation. 
What is a student at commen-
cement without his or her cap 
and gown? That's why I hope 
that Cotrell and Leonard can 
come to reasonable terms with 
the strikers. These individuals 
are in working conditions that 
are not fit for human beings.'' 
Tom Erbland, chairperson 
of Student Congress said "I 
think that this is a very impor-
tant issue for students to sup-
port, especially seniors. I have 
personally come to the con-
clusion that we should 
boycott, and I know enough 
people who feel very strongly 
about this issue." 
To N. and J. in London, Karenski, 315 W. Buffalo Street-
Lellers don't lie-(hope you got 
mine)-Hcre's the second note. Help-
the popcorn supply i, running low. 
Thank you so much, you really pulled 
through considering it wa~ last 
minute. 
Led. 
You're as great a, any 'family' 
could be. Thank, for always being 
there. I love you all!! 
Miss you both! 
D. 
To M.A., C. and J. 
Dear Robin, 
Larry-
Love, 
Mar 
Popcorn forever! 
The Albino Kernel Queen 
Can't wait for a romantic dinner at 
Taughannock Farms. 
Love, 
Your Fiance 
Nan. Cin. and Deb. 
Happy Birthday. Welcome to the 
22 Club! 
Love, 
M Attention - All members of tht 
"Board of Director," (and the chair-
man too)! A final "board" meeting 
will be held Friday, April 11 at lam at 
the Seass Street meeting room Drugs 
and G.B. to follow! 
Times movin' quick, we'll 
be going our own way soon, 
so let's watl this spring-motherload. 
P .S. Birthday Party at the Fountain 
View!?! 
Mel 
To the Blue-eyed, brown afroed, 5'8"-
5' 10" guy who kaves the Science 
Building at 12 o'clock by the west exit; 
who are you?! 
Gasoline, Cigarettes, etc. -24 hrs. !day 
Repair Services-7dayslweek 
Karen 
Tea Set, 
Behind most happy people 
is a person who makes them happy 
and thats you 
M.I.L. 
Dumbshit, 
Happy B-day 
Love 
Sexie Suzies 
All Tires in stock at the 
Lowest Current Dealer 
Cost 
&BM 
People Change! 
Dear (B. Law Rider) 
It was great to hear from you in Lon-
don. · 
The Toyota Kid 
CLOTHING FOR THE 
Pyramid Mobil 
N. Triphammer Rd. 
across from the mall 
272-9584 
UNCOMMON 
.. 
PERSON 
4Bt Commons Clothing 
~l'A"l presents ... 
,,,111 
r 
' 
Ladie's & men's Straw Hots 
Western Straw Hats 
Panamanian Strow Hots 
$4.99-$12.99 
Dee(ee Overalls & Carpenter Pants 
Chinos & Fatigues 
(pants & shorts) 
Denim Cut-offs - $3.99 
Goy Scout Shorts 
Dyed NavyTops 
pink. purple. blue. yellow white 
The best in recycled and new clothes 
107 S. Cayuga St.. Commons West 
Monday- Saturday 10-5:30 273-0181 
I 
__) 
would never be allowed to 
return to work. The company 
is also being brought up on 
charges for stating that no 
suspected union sympathizers 
would be hired. The NLRB 
complaint also charges Cotrell 
and Leonard with threats to 
discharge Monroe, who is ac-
cused of giving information to 
the union. Monroe denies this 
GOT THE HUNGRIES? 
charge. 
According to Schaffer, 
Hardin hired 25 new em-
ployees in Feb. who are 
currently working at the fac-
tory . In Feb. he offered to 
rehire 16 of the striking 
workers who attempted to 
return to work and fired the , 
rest. Those 16 machine : : r 
operators and skilled workers i, 
remained on strike, Schaffer ' ' 
said. There is no shipping 
going out of the plant because 
the truckers are also respecting 
the picket lines, she continued. 
Culter, who attended the af-
ternoon meeting said that she 
appreciates the workers' 
position. "I wouldn't want to 
Then get to the Great American Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Foods in town. 
SUPER SUBS o FRESH PIZZA 
e COLD BEER AND SODA 
o OVERSIZED SANDWICHES, 
0 SALADS AND MUCH MORE! 
Open 24 Hours Open Sunday 8-6 
Closed Saturday 12 PM Open Monday 8 AM 
- ... 
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There arc only two more Ithacans 
left thi~ year. Get your classifieds and 
announcements in before its too late! 
Frisbee Tournament this weekend ( 
april 12 and 13) at the Alumni Fields, 
Cornell. Games start at about 11 am 
each day. Come support the team! 
Stay tuned for Senior Panic Week, 
April 22, 23, 24 and 25 
April 22, 4pm, "Pulling It Off After 
Putting It Off ... Resume Writing" 
April 23, 10am, "How To Go On An 
Interview (or Sweaty Palms)" 
THE ITHACAN 
Classifieds 
Three additional recruiters have 
recently scheduled interviewing dates 
with Career Planning. 
Tuesday, April 15 - Camp Susquehan-
nock 
Wednesday, April 16 - Camp Sequoia 
Friday, April 18 - Future Musicians, 
Inc. 
Please sign up in advance, Career 
Plans, Gannett Center. 
All junior accounting majors! If 
you intend to participate in on-campu~ 
recruriting in the fall of 1980, you are 
required to attend the Spccila Accoun- · 
ting Seminar on Wednesday, April 16 
at 7pm. The program will include 
at 272-5612 or the Arts Council at 277-
4906. 
For Further Information, please call 
Pat Barbancll, Publicity Coordinator, 
at 273-9419. 
Attention all Peer Career Coun-
seling Applicants, our application 
deadline has been extended to Friday, 
April 11. Stop by Career Planning, 1st 
floor, Gannett, to pick up more in-
formation and forms. 
Attention any Juniors living in Garden 
apartments: 
ATTENTION: BASEBALL FANS! 
Needed Badly - A Statistician for the 
JV Baseball Team. Will succeed 
present Varsity Statistician and get 
paid for it. Need a guy. Please contact 
Howie at 272-4808 or Bob at 274-
3452. 
Vote in Student Government Elec-
tions! There will be a formal debate in 
Tl02 tonight, Thursday. It will be 
broadcast live by WVIC at 7:30pm. 
Attention All Fall '80 Abroad Studen-
ts: 
April 10, 1980, 
Remember Vote April 14! 
Anyone who needs an absen-
tee ballot should contact Ann 
- in the SAB office before April 
14! 
We have recently received the 
vacancy listing bulletin from the 
Association for School, College and 
University Staffing (ASCUS). This 
annual report contains over fifty pages 
c i openings from various instituions 
around the country. Who says there 
are.no jobs in education? 
4pm, "You've Got The. 
critical information concerning 
resume wrnrng and credential 
Going home before graduation? How 
about renting your apartment? Two 
silly Seniors forgot to get hotel reser-
vations. Call Layie or Lisa at 273-
0222. 
Prospect St. house needs 2 females for 
Spring '8 I semester. If interested con-
tact Mary Ellen at 272-1146. 
Nominations are now being Job ... Working Realitic," 
April 24, 1pm, "Creative Job Search .. 
It\ Never Too Late" 
Apnl 25, Special Senior Walk-in 
Hour, - all day 
Career Planning ha, recently 
e,tabli,hcd a job newsletter exchange 
wnh several other colleges and univer-
sitic, throughout the nort_hcast region. 
Tim job resource i, available to the 
cc,llcg~ community. 
If you're looking for solid infor-
mation about how to get your career 
going, join us for Minority's Career 
Information Seminar. Our two 
program, include: 
T'.lesday, April 15, 7pm, Crossroad, 
Creuti~e Job Hunting - Learn how to 
I, \c control of your career puzzle, in-
ve,tigatc the workable strategics for 
job hunting. 
Wednesday, April - 16, 7pm, 
Crossroads 
Professional Panel witb: 
Dr. Donald Graham, 
Professor/Director of Minority Af-
fairs Cornell College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences 
Abe Lee, Ithaca archnect 
Michael Montgomery, Affirmative 
Action, Cornell University (co-
sponsored by EOP and Career Plans) 
( ·:,1 
( ::) 
( .. , .. 
If-'.' 
'',' 
Music 
3::.:- [, .. '7:. F'.3CU]tt.,• 
~cc:ta1, Yari; Ann 
~ p.n. :01nt Rec:tal 
Stuart, s. W1ntar 
J!.pr.:. ~ 1 l 
7 p •. -:. ~cnior Piano 
~cc1tal, ~. Pessel 
~2 _o.:, .• Junior Vo.1.ce 
,,ec 1 ta1, s. Schtvartz 
2 p.r:. Senior '/00ice 
•
11-•c 1 tc1.:., ::a.rt; Ebaugh 
."" p • .T • ...,"Tun1 or ~101.ce 
•
1ec1 ~al, P. Allen 
~ r.m . . Jr. ClarJnett 
•
1cc 1 tal, .... r\'hi te 
· ..... r.. Grari. r··oodv:ind 
,cc: ta 1, P. Pcthbart 
B:; 5 p.m • • ~1;r.:a Alpha 
_-0tc1 Spr:.nq l?ecital 
--.r.. "1c1nt Pecital 
~. ::1nt2.rs, Trombone 
'· ~ard~, TruMµet. 
1 r1.r.. Scn.1or voice 
~fl[.~ l tu..'., L. ,,~1 SCOIT'.be 
q.15 ,,.m. Jazz 
:o:-ksr.op 
development. At 8pm Mike Campell 
from Price Waterhome will talk about 
recruiting and interviewing. Larry 
Alleva, an alumnus, will talk about 
the accounting profession. 
The Finger Lakes Group of the 
Sierra Club announces its next 
meeting: "Show Off Your Ten Best 
Slides," on Wednesday, Aprill 6, 8:00 
pm, at the Lab of Ornithology, 159 
Sapsuckerwoods Road. Bring your ten 
best slides; the public is invited. Rides 
available at 7:30 pm from the front of 
Willard Straight Hall. 
The Office of Residential Life 
reminds all students of the Housing 
Lottery from 10am to 3pm in the 
Union Games Room on Monday, 
~pril 14 for next year's seniors, 
juniors, and sophomores with last 
names A-F. 
On Tuesday, April 15, from 10am-
3pm, next year's sophomores with last 
names G-Z should come to the Union 
Games Room. 
All students must bring their ID and 
(signed) Homing Agreement form. 
Summer Sublet: 
Walking distance to IC and Com-
~ons. Very modern, completely fur-
nished. 3 bedrooms, living room, 
bath, kitchen. Rent negotiable. 277-
4712. 
The Ithaca Ballet v.,ill be giving a 
free lecture performance in the TC3 
Gym at 12 pm on April 16. Lavinia 
Reed's Rock Ballet "Sweet Nights" 
will be performed to the music of 
Weather Report. 
Roommate Wanted: 
3 Bedroom apartment in The Home 
(½ way between campus and down-
town, on the IT bus route) $130/ mon-
th inc. all utilities. Lease begins Aug. 
I. Call Jackie 273-97 II or X773 or 
Sandi X793 or 273-9748. 
Safety and Security have found 
various sums of cash on campus 
throughout the year. Anyone who has 
lost money should contact them and 
be able to site the specific amount of 
money lost. 
Ithaca Festival 1980 announced 
today that the deadline of registration 
for participation in Festival I 980 is 
fast approaching. Any group or in-
dividual intending to take part in the 
festivities on June 6, 7, and 8 must 
register by April 11 if they arc to be in-
cluded in the Official Program 
schedule of events which will be 
publicized and distributed during the 
Festival. 
Performers, performing groups and 
crafts persons who would like to 
demonstrate their talents arc invited 
and encouraged to join with the 
already large number of Ithaca artists 
who have promised their energies to 
help make Festival 1980 the most ex-
citing yet! 
Registration forms may be obtained 
at the Tompkins· County Arts Council 
in the DeWitt Mall, or by calling 
Janice Conrad, General Coordinator, 
Stolen: 
Plaster of paris arm and hand holding 
a torch on Wednesday from back 
loading dock of Dillinglfam. Needed 
desperate!)·, please return lo the Scene 
Shop in Dillingham no questions 
asked. 
solicited for the Campus Life Award 
in the Office Activiities. The award 
was initiated by the Office· of Cam pm 
/\~tivities io recognize outstanding 
seniors who have made contributiom 
to the college community. 
Nominations should be submincd to 
Mall Connell or contact him at x222. 
The campus wide food fast for Cam-
bodia raised $1492. The student run 
commiltcc headed by Anne Weeks and 
Oxfam, the relief organization which 
distributed the donations, cxpresse, 
deep gratitude in the support received. 
Oxfam has sent a letter of ap-
preciation, expressing their pleasure ar 
the hard work and concern shown by 
Ithaca College. Oxfam's aid program 
to Cambodia has been largely suc-
cessful despite the logistical obstacles, 
such as poor roads, lack of transport, 
and an inexperienced government. In 
addition, some theft of supplies docs 
occur, although it is minimaL The Ox-
fam field staff has reported that 
distribution has improved and that the 
supplies arc reaching the Cambodian-
people. 
Thanks again, and most of all thanks 
on behalf of the Cambodian people 
whose lives have been saved. 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
Aoril 11 
Montu Puthon and the 
Holy Grail 7:00 p.m. & 
9:30 p.m. Textor 102 
Admission $1. 00 
April 12 
Mont,; Python and the 
Holy Grail 7:00 p.m. & 
9:30 p.m. Textor 102 
Admission $1. 00 
April 13 
Lolita 8:00 p.m. Textor 
~Adrussion $1.00 
April 14 
GOTTA DANCE! Senior 
D~recting Project. 
Arena Theatre 4:15 p.m. 
and B:15 p.m. Free 
Film and Speaker: Paul 
Leduc will talk on~ 
film, Reed: Insurgent 
Nexico Gannett 111 
3 p.m. Open .to 11ublic. 
April 15 
A Flea i-i lier Ear. Main 
Theatre, Dillingham 
8:15 p.m. Tickets are 
$3 general, $1.50 senior 
citizens & non-IC 
student, $1 IC cowmunity. 
Ap_ril 10 
Helen Marcus-Roberts of 
Cornell on StochaGtic 
/Jodels vs. Deterministic 
Models - Social Applica-
tions. Friends II all 104 
3:30 p.m. Open to Public 
Free. 
a. April 10 
Staff Council Meeting 
Job llall Boardroom. J p.m 
Safe Energy Alliance Meet 
!:ES.' Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel. 7:30 p.m. 
April 14 
facultg Workshop: Students Concerned About 
Strategies for Developin~ Militarism {SCAM} Job 
Self-Instructional Pro- Room, Union 7:30 p.m. 
grams. Gannett Center 
Room 115. 3:30-4:30 p.m. 
April 12 
Wa~en's Awareness Group: 
Friends 304, 11:30 a.m: 
Apr·l'l 14 
A Festival of Speech: 
Presented by I.C. 
Forensics team. Muller 
Chapel. 7:30-9:00 p.m. 
Open to the public. 
, April 15 
Reading Series:~ 
Olson, speaker. Muller 
Chapel. 8:00-10:00 p.m. 
Open to the public. 
Exploratory Students -
Biology-Chemistry, Math-
ematics, Math-Physics, 
f'hysics. Crossroads 
7 p.m. 
April 15 
Student Government Meet-
l.!:![. Union Dining /lall 
B p.m. 
April 16 
Minorities Professionals 
Night. Career Planning 
7:30 p.m. 
Aoril 10 
IAW Softball: vs. Oneonta 
3 p.m. Open to public 
Free. 
varsity Baseball: vs 
Cortland. 3 p.m. Open to 
public. Free 
Gymnastics Workouts: Ope~ 
to all IC ~'Omen for tumb-
ling, uneven bars, beam 
and vaulting. No trampo-
line. Hill Cer.ter . 
Gymnastics Room. 3-5 p.m 
April 12 
Varsity Baseball: vs. RIT 
l p.m. Doubleheader. Open 
to the public. Free. 
April 13 
IAfi Softball vs. Penn 
state. 11 a.~. Open to 
Public. Free. 
Varsity Baseball: vs. 
Canisius. l p.m. Double 
header. Open to public. 
Free. 
April 14 
jV Baseball: vs. TC-3 
l p.m. Doubleheader. Open 
to public. Free. 
April 10 
Career Decision: 
Put Your Career 
Puzzle Together. 
Gannett 114. 3 p.m. 
April 11 
Senior Citizens Fun 
~- Ifill Ct·nter. 
9a.m. - 3 p.m. 
April 13 
Interfaith i"om fla-
Shoch Memorial 
Service in memory 
of the 6 million. 
Muller Chapel. 
7 p.m. 
Ar,nl 16 
Women Rodesh 
Service in honor 
of new moon. B p.m. 
Muller Chapel 
April 17 
Oracle Society 
Inductions. Job 
Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts 
Applications due 
Monday, April 14 
A[rll 14 •/ .,·. April 16 
Communicative Lunch 
Crossroads, 11:30 - 1:30 
Informal discussions 
with fdculty, students & 
administration. Bring 
own lunch. Topic: 
Varsity Tennis: vs. 
Hartwick. 3 p.m. Open 
to public. Free. 
'I) 
,c·1 
:, ,· l 
7 o.m. Graduate /lorn •,Art History Film; ~ 
'ua,tec o.i'''fhe·1sixties, Gannett 
··a,-ult:y "01ce Pec:ital llV,.,£!,-30 p.m. Open 
·,,ro~ '!cArrlt; ,., to t:r.g, pul5lic. Free 
,;. : ~ ) '~ ' <" /, 
~...:...:__..:_? 
) 11.m. Les Brown 
ind !i;s /land of 
<enoh·n Admiss.1.on 
,.:.':arged. 
.··,, 
"What is Tenure and 
Promotiou?" 
• April 16 
Accounting Seminars -
mandatory for Juniors 
Career Planning 7-9 p.m. 
Communicative Lunch -
(see April 15) 
April 15 
Varsity Track: vs. 
Binghamton. South Hill 
Field. 2 p.m. Open to 
Public. Free. 
Gymnastics Workouts: see 
April lo. 
Varsity Lacrosse: vs: 
Alfred. 3 p.m. Open to 
Public, Free, 
Looking Forward: 
April 23-27th 
S.A.B. 's 
"Sights & Sounds 
of Spring" 
